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On October 1, 2014, the Obama Administration announced that it had concluded a long-awaited Bilateral Security Agreement
(BSA) with the newly-formed government in Kabul, Afghanistan.1 The announcement of this ten-year security arrangement,
which had languished for almost a year, alleviated fears that Afghanistan’s lingering political morass might require the full
departure of American and western forces from that country by the end of 2014. But the details behind this agreement, one
primarily focused on a post-2014 US counterterrorism mission in Afghanistan, remain a source for serious concern. A parallel
bilateral deal struck between Kabul and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), where the United States is a member
state, continues a heavily circumscribed post-2014 NATO mission of training, advising and equipping Afghan security forces.
Nothing in these agreements places a formal, low-threshold limitation on post-2014 US or western military forces in
Afghanistan. Indeed, there are strong indications that the newly seated Afghan government of President Ashraf Ghani would
welcome a far more robust and capable extension of US and western military forces in the country. 2 Yet President Ghani
inherited a situation where the Obama Administration – in partial concert with an alienated Karzai Administration – generated
a self-limiting framework for BSA implementation in which US and NATO support troops in Afghanistan were voluntarily
constrained to 12,500 in total beginning on January 1, 2015 – about 9,800 of them U.S. troops3 and another 2,700 NATO
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forces4 – with complete withdrawal of American military forces promised by President Obama for the end of 2016.5 On
November 21, 2014, the Obama Administration announced a modest extension in to 2015 of some of the pre-2014 use-offorce authorities for remaining US military forces in Afghanistan. But this represented no revisit of the basic premise of
comprehensive military and intelligence withdrawal from Afghanistan.6
The Obama Administration has argued that the steady and steeply sloped withdrawal of American military forces constitutes a
responsible transition to 350,000 Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) taking the lead for national security. It asserts that
the residual 12,500 member US/western military force left in early 2015, then tapered to around a couple thousand by late
2016 will be sufficient to facilitate ANSF responsibility for national security by 2017. It will assure American freedom of action
in the conduct of counter-terrorism operations against any renewed presence of international terrorist outfits for the coming
decade.7
The assurances of a low risk transition to security in Afghanistan do not withstand scrutiny. The residual force planned is too
small to offset the major operational support shortcomings of the under-resourced ANSF, making it unlikely that outside
financial donors or entrepreneurs will accept the risks of significant economic investment in Afghanistan. Its sizing constraints
and operational limitations require confinement to locations insufficient to disrupt the inevitable rise in intra-regional militant
and proxy outfit conflicts, with too little attention paid to intelligence collection and information fusion regarding the rapidly
evolving South Asian terrorist threats.
Assessing the Environment: Afghanistan & the Wider Region
Undeniably, Afghanistan entered 2015 in a better place than it did 2002. The Government of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan (GIRoA) completed formation in late 2014 a third democratically elected government and the first peaceful
transition of power between outgoing and incoming administrations in Afghanistan’s modern history. Enormous international
attention and investments between 2003 and 20108 have advanced Afghanistan’s capacity for self-governance, improved
national health care, expanded schooling opportunities for Afghan youth, especially girls, and better connected Afghanistan to
the outside world than ever before. Afghanistan also began 2015 with a 350,000-member security force consisting of an army,
a limited air force, national police and border and customs forces.
These improvements and others are important. Yet Afghanistan remains significantly challenged in 2015 and will remain so for
the foreseeable future. Economically, Afghanistan is extremely poor, landlocked and highly dependent on foreign aid. Almost
40 percent of the population is below the official poverty line. A similar percentage is unemployed. Most Afghans continue to
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suffer from shortages of housing, clean water, electricity and medical care. Assistance remains critical; as Afghanistan had a 9
percent budget deficit in 2012 that grew to a 13 percent in 2013 as the decade-long artificial economy fueled by international
security-related investments rapidly contracted. The US and other international donors fund almost 60 percent of
Afghanistan’s national budget.9 In 2014 GIRoA experienced two major budget crises. These halted critical infrastructure
projects and required an international bailout of $537 (US) million to pay civil servant salaries including those for its military
and police.10 Few post-2015 donations, beyond those promised by India and China, now exist.11 It seems clear that the
international community anxiously awaits evidence that Afghanistan can provide acceptable domestic security and stability to
warrant the investments.
Like international donations, international business investment in Afghanistan beyond 2015 awaits proof of stability and
security. Serious investment also requires belief that the Kabul leadership is taking verifiable steps to curb the expansive
corruption in Afghanistan.12 China and India have already contracted to invest billions in mining Afghan natural resource
deposit areas, but security fears have dramatically limited the pace and cash-flow of these ventures.13 Afghanistan’s viability
between 2015 and 2024 relies upon an outside donor and investor perception that ANSF units, under direction from Kabul,
can provide protection against major security threats.
The most dangerous threats to Afghan security have not changed much in the past twenty years. There are three main regional
security dynamics that impact stability in Afghanistan, each also affecting major US/western security interests in preventing
Afghanistan from again becoming an insurgent-riven nation, a civil war battle ground, an international terrorist safe haven or a
combination of all three.
First, the Taliban insurgency remains Afghanistan’s most pressing security issue. It is uncertain that the Afghan Taliban will be
able to unseat GIRoA ever, much less in 2015. Although it is an indigenous insurgent group, the Afghan Taliban is
substantively abetted by Afghanistan’s cross-border rival, Pakistan. The Afghan Taliban’s patrons, the Pakistani military and
intelligence services, support Taliban militant operations (but not country-wide governance) against GIRoA forces and
coalition support formations within Afghanistan.14 Such a presence challenges GIRoA authority and puts at risk Afghanistan’s
major economic transit route, the Ring Road – a serious risk that can only negatively impact outside donor and investor
confidence.
Second, the security dilemma competition between India and Pakistan weighs heavily on future Afghanistan internal security prospects.
India and Pakistan have a longstanding history of treating influence in Afghanistan as a zero-sum game. The fear of being
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squeezed in an Indian security nutcracker has led Pakistan’s ISI to keep the Afghan Taliban in play as a security proxy in
Afghanistan when it was placed under duress by US and NATO military forces from 2001-2012. Since 2012, Pakistan has
increasingly come to fear a growing intelligence nexus between the Afghan national intelligence service (NDS) and the Indian
foreign intelligence service (RAW). Pakistani officials point to a growing number of reported contacts between NDS and antiPakistan Taliban insurgents (TTP) as evidence that GIRoA and India are colluding to topple the government in Islamabad. 15
While shrill, there appears to be modest substance behind these Pakistani complaints making it certain that Pakistani security
concerns in Afghanistan will only grow worse as western forces meet drawdown timetables.
The mistrust between Kabul and Pakistani’s military-intelligence establishment runs deep and will not be overcome easily.
Pakistan’s ISI cannot be trusted to share fully with the Afghan NDS its interactions with an array of Pashtun militant groups
operating from within Pakistan. Faced with such an asymmetry in transparency, the Afghan NDS will not decouple from
historic ties to the Indian RAW, leaving Pakistan’s ISI wary of NDS-RAW support for anti-Pakistan militant leaders and
outfits that may be hiding in the Afghanistan-Pakistan border region.
For its part, India has been relatively circumspect in security-based interactions with Afghanistan during the decade of
US/NATO security leadership, preferring not to provoke Pakistan while the prospect for outside-generated security and
stability in Afghanistan was present. Nonetheless, Indian military and civilian leaders uniformly fear any Afghan Taliban
return to power would carve-out a safe haven for Islamist militant training and staging for terrorism against Indian and Indian
interests. Increasingly, India has been offering more direct support to Afghan security forces – training, equipping and
education – as western forces stand down. At the same time, New Delhi has been expanding and extending its military and
intelligence footprint at locations in Tajikistan that can be used to provide support for a GIRoA fight against militant groups,
simultaneously setting the diplomatic conditions in Iran and the military-intelligence access conditions in Tajikistan to sustain
organized militant resistance should GIRoA suddenly collapse under the weight of Pakistani-abetted insurgency.16
Finally, Afghanistan will remain a top tier target for international terrorist organizations seeking safe haven from which to plan, plot and
launch catastrophic global attacks against US and western interests. Robust American counterterrorism activities on both sides
of the Afghanistan-Pakistan border during 2008-2013 greatly disrupted the activities of a host of groups, killing dozens of
prominent global jihadist outfit leaders and denying these areas for unfettered terrorism plotting. In his September 2014
announcement of al Qaeda of the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS), al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri signaled to all Salafi
jihadist groups in South Asia that their main calling should be to fully resource the Taliban-led effort to re-establish a Salifist
emirate in Afghanistan as western military forces depart.17 A growing array of South Asian based jihadist groups have been
reported infesting eastern Afghanistan. Afghanistan will remain a highly contested space for bruised but unrepentant
international jihadist organizations – and in combinations that will be a challenge to even well-resourced and well-focused
intelligence agencies to address.
The successful disruption of jihadi terror organizations from 2009-13 in Pakistan and Afghanistan emanated from eastern
Afghanistan and functioned on the backbone of US military presence there. A primary feature of the 2008-09 military uplift,
this backbone enabled the coalition to independently generate rich and timely human, signals and electronic information about
militant interactions on both sides of the Afghanistan-Pakistan border.18 While the size of this U.S. intelligence backbone was
never sustainable indefinitely, the complexity of the challenges it faced in tracking a fluid cross-border terrorist and militant
milieu has not diminished dramatically. It is thus more than fair to ask how well the residual arrangements for a post-2014
Afghanistan accommodate the retention of this important intelligence capability.
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Fully Appreciating the Security Risks
Disturbingly, signs abounded in 2014 that the US/NATO military drawdown has dramatically increased risk in all three areas
of the Afghan security challenge. To begin with, the Afghan National Army (ANA) has demonstrated considerable weakness
in maintaining security against Taliban resurgence Afghanistan’s south, its east and in Kabul itself – areas where US/NATO
combat troop presence had all but vanished by mid-2014. In the south and east, Afghan military units have lost many hardwon gains from the US/NATO uplift of 2009-11. By the end of October 2014, Afghan Army and National Police forces had
suffered more than 4,600 deaths for the year – an unsustainable rate of attrition.19 ANSF field units lack sufficient aerial
resupply, casualty evacuation capabilities, and intelligence support, as well as timely indirect fires or air strike support.20 ANSF
performance in late 2014 has eroded international confidence in Afghanistan as a secure environment for financial
investments.
Pakistan’s military and intelligence agencies exhibit no fundamental change in support for the Afghan Taliban and other antiIndian jihadi outfits operating in Afghanistan. Despite late 2014 statements by US military officials in Afghanistan that
Pakistan military operations into North Waziristan have disrupted the ability of the Haqqani Network to launch terrorist
attacks on Afghan territory – statements dramatically amplified in Pakistani press – there is little to suggest that even if true,
these will produce lasting effect.21
Pakistan military-intelligence accusations that Afghan government and ANSF forces are unable to capture or kill escaping
North Waziristan militants and that Afghanistan’s NDS is actually working with Indian intelligence services to “turn” fleeing
Pakistani Taliban into agents for use against the Pakistan government grow greater every day. 22 The historic Indo-Pakistani
animus is palpable in Afghanistan and the space for this animus to grow in size and scale increases with every withdrawn
US/NATO military asset.
Finally, the American draw-down of 2013-14 has already badly compromised the linchpin of a successful future counterterrorism campaign in Afghanistan: a robust and autonomous intelligence backbone. But most of this backbone has been lost
already – a direct casualty of the Obama Administration’s move to a skeletal military footprint by December 2014. CIA
officials made it clear that while intelligence assets and contractors are used to guard its bases, it relies on military
transportation, logistics and emergency medical evacuation and cannot risk significant deployment in Afghanistan’s rural areas
without US troops nearby. Without another 3,000-3,500 US troops – about a military intelligence brigade with supporting
logistical and force protection forces – the American contingent will wind through 2015-16 increasingly unable to monitor,
anticipate and counteract what certainly will remain a rapidly evolving and increasingly complex set of terrorist interactions.
The worrisome security indicators in Afghanistan during 2014 must give one pause – and especially in light of the outcomes
witnessed in Iraq and Syria. There, Iraqi-demanded US/western military departure clearly contributed to a too-late
discernment of a major terrorist-insurgent threat requiring a taxing and expensive US military response.23 Two lessons from
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Iraq/Syria stand out. First, the nexus between insurgents and Salafi jihadist terrorism is pernicious and fast-moving. A robust,
autonomous US/western intelligence network is vital as local intelligence agents cannot be counted on for unbiased collection
and transmission of important nuances of network interactions. Second, once lost in a country, a viable US militaryinteragency intelligence nexus is very costly and time-consuming to reconstruct.24
Into 2015: It’s Late – But Not Too Late
A truly serious level of security commitment by the US and its allies in Afghanistan and for the wider region must meet three
main objectives, none of which are sufficiently accommodated as of late 2014 in the announced implementation framework
for the US-Afghan BSA and the NATO-Afghanistan security pact.
First, any serious commitment must include independent and robust intelligence and strike assets to track in detail and act swiftly
against international terrorist organizations looking to establish sanctuary in Afghanistan. Second, it must provide ANSF with
sufficient direct operational support in the key counterinsurgency capabilities these units inherently lack: aero-medical casualty
evacuation, aerial troop transport to crisis areas, heavy indirect fire support from air and artillery, rapid and reliable logistical
resupply, and reconnaissance and intelligence support down to brigade and regimental levels. Finally, it must sustain sufficient
training and operational military presence in Afghanistan to dampen the incentives for proxy militia agents sparking internecine war in
Afghanistan or cross-border war in Pakistan.
In November 2014, new American forces commander, US Army General John Campbell, publicly signaled a desire to revisit
the severe limitations of the Obama Administration drawdown plans, telling American media outlets that he was conducting a
review to make sure it, “….still made sense.”25 This review is overdue, and its conclusions already clear.
This post-2014 residual American military presence should be composed of 20,000 personnel, augmented by 4,500-5,000
NATO trainers and advisors. This force should remain at a 20,000 level until political and security accommodations between
Pakistan and Afghanistan and Pakistan and India mature to the point where regional collaboration on Afghan stability is
assured. Such an American force could easily be sustained with an annual budget of $20B.
Three thousand of these Americans would provide multi-dimensional air and ground logistical support for tactically capable
but operationally limited ANA. Another 10,000 Americans are necessary for advise and assist missions with the ANA and with
selected Afghan National Police (ANP) formations down to the levels of divisions and brigades – a far more robust
undertaking than the present limitations to ANA corps level and above. There is no way to fight a credible counter-insurgency
in the inhospitable and mountainous terrain of Afghanistan without indirect fire support, timely aerial strike support, aeroresupply, and aero-medical evacuation. A modest commitment supplementing Afghan Air Forces of a US Army helicopter lift
battalion, an attack battalion and a dedicated US Air Force Fighter wing would comprise about 3,500-4,000 of this 10,000
person package.
A robust U.S. Special Operations element of 3,000 members must remain to assure responsive and capable counter-terrorism
capability. These will assist Afghan special units against threats to Afghan sovereignty and must conduct autonomous counterterrorism operations against potential encroachment by international terrorist organizations. Finally, some 4,000 military
intelligence troops must remain to assure quality and timely tracking of the threats faced by Afghan and American forces; and,
more importantly, to autonomously track the complex interplay of jihadist outfits across Afghanistan and Pakistan, assuring
rapid US operational responsiveness to metastasizing threats and an robust independent capability to assess what will surely be
biased assessments from the Afghan NDS and Pakistan ISI.
The U.S. also would be wise to fashion a recurring annual (or biannual) field training exercise featuring an Afghan division
paired with an American brigade rotated in from the United States – thereby demonstrating continuing commitment and U.S.Afghan interoperability. Major American force concentrations would best base from Bagram, Kabul, Kandahar and points
north and west, with only those advise-assist troops, autonomous intelligence and Special Forces assets necessary for the south
and east basing within compounds there run by the ANA. The composition, disposition and authorities of a post-2014
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American residual force are the most important aspects of leverage available now for American policy in a very dangerous
portion of the world. The United States cannot ‘fix’ the region or eliminate the three major challenges to security most
dominant within Afghanistan. However, America can be better postured to deter the worst threats, better enable support to
already faltering ANSF units, be better informed than it might otherwise be about the evolving nature of Indo-Pakistani proxy
hostilities, be better assured that it has timely and relevant intelligence and the evolving nature of international jihadist outfits.
The promised post-2014 US/NATO military presence and operational authorities are insufficient to meet these major
requirements.
Residual American bases and forces in South Korea have been performing precisely such a crisis deterrence and crisis
response capability for at least the past 40 years. The absence of US intelligence and operational forces in Iraq from 2011-14
surely blinded America and her allies from the dangerous convergence of resurgent jihadist groups and politically disaffected
Iraq and Syrian Sunni tribes, denying a timely or effective early response. American security interests in South Asia are no less
demanding than in Northeast Asia or the northern arc of the Middle East. Thus, why not scope the residual American military
presence in Afghanistan to size and a posture able to address the intractable dilemmas that remain? The hour is late, but the
means to reduce presently unacceptable local, regional and international security risks in Afghanistan are clear. With sober
reflection on the aftermath of too-dramatic exit from Iraq, a comprehensive policy and strategy review for post-2014 militaryintelligence support to Afghanistan needs be conducted in early 2015.
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